In a previous report, electron paramagnetic resonance measurements of erbium and oxygen implanted into silicon have revealed centres with monoclinic and trigonal symmetry. 
I Introduction
There is a growing realisation of the importance played by impurity and defect related complexes in understanding many of the electronic properties of silicon. [1] The study of the structure of multi oxygen related centers, in particular, has become important in recent times in order to understand the mechanism associated with the diffusion of O in Si. [2] Whilst it is generally accepted that single interstitial oxygen (O i ) atoms are located near to the bond centered (BC) position in the Si lattice forming two short (~1.6 Å) Si-O bonds, the activation energy for diffusion of the O i center is too high to explain the aggregation of O in Si and the resultant generation rates associated with thermal donor defects. [2, 3] It has been proposed that multi O centers, such as the O dimer (O 2i ), behave as the fast diffusion species within the lattice, though the exact structure of these O 2i dimers has been the subject of considerable debate. [4, 5, 6] The results of ab initio calculations have proposed that two O atoms can be incorporated into neighbouring near BC sites in either a staggered (-O i -Si-O i -) configuration or in a skewed (-O i -Si-Si-O i -) configuration. [4] [5] [6] Although the reports differ on the binding energy of the different arrangements, partly due to differences in the details of the calculations, it appears that the staggered dimer configuration is more favourable than the skewed dimer. [4] [5] [6] In addition to dimers, O interstitial trimers (O 3i ) have also been examined both in a staggered chain or in a ring configuration. Results from calculations of the different trimer structures have shown that it is the staggered arrangement of chains of O atoms which tends to be more stable than a ring arrangement of Si and O atoms. [4] In addition to O i and multi oxygen centers, the structure and properties of the vacancy and multivacancy aggregates as well as vacancy-oxygen (VO) related defects are being continuously refined [7] . In disordered Si smaller multivacancy centers, such as the divacancy, tend to be present along with the VO center. [8] However, in amorphised Si, larger multivacancies and open volume defects tend to be present. The early calculations of Chadi and Cheng [9] predicted the existence of a particularly stable multivacancy in the form of a puckered hexagonal ring, the ring hexavacancy, labelled V 6 . Further calculations, repeated at a more sophisticated level, confirmed this hypothesis and introduced the concept of 'magic number' multivacancies, such as V 6 and V 10 etc. . [7, 10] The predicted stability of the V 6 defect is due in part to a minimisation of the number of Si dangling bonds and upon reconstruction, results in the formation of a large void (~4.5 Å across) with trigonal (D 3d ) symmetry. The V 6 center has been predicted to be electrically inactive as well as possessing a small dipole moment making it virtually undetectable to local mode infra red vibrational spectroscopy. [10] As a consequence the V 6 center and possible related configurations are therefore an important class of defect in Si. It has been postulated, for example, that H decorated V 6 centers are responsible for the 1.107 eV line emission [11] in Si and may also play a role in the formation of platelets. [12] Consequently, it is thus important to examine the possible structure/s of V 6 related centers which may be decorated with other atoms. One way that this can be accomplished is to make use of the partially shielded 4f electrons found in ions of the lanthanide series. These rare earth ions are shielded from the full extent of the host crystal field by the closed 5s and 5p electron shells and this shielding effect has been exploited as a valuable probe for the study of point defects. [13] In this paper we wish to make use of Er 3+ implanted into Si to probe the EPR complexes involving O. Extensive research of the Er doped Si system has been performed since it is now well established as one of the most efficient ways to obtain light emission at the technological important 1.5 m wavelength. The addition of O (or other light atoms such as F) has shown that the room temperature luminescence can be enhanced and this has been attributed to the formation of Er-impurity complexes. [14] The presence of light atoms also helps with increased rare earth incorporation in Si before the onset of silicide precipitation. It is thus important to examine the structure of these Si-O-Er centers not just to gain information relevant to the Si-Er system itself but from a fundamental study of multi oxygen related defects in Si as well.
In a previous paper the results of EPR measurements made on Er and O co-implanted Si were reported. [15] and based upon the similarities of the g values and point symmetry of centre OEr-3 to centre OEr-1, these two centres are believed to have very similar structures. However, the exact arrangement of these defect complexes within the Si lattice was unknown. Two centers, labelled OEr-2 and OEr-4, which exhibited trigonal symmetry were also observed though the intensity of center OEr-2 was considerably higher than that of OEr-4. The g values of theses centers were sufficiently different from the trigonal center found in erbium oxide or any other known Er 3+ center that no structures for these centers were proposed in the original study. The structure of these different centers will be discussed later though the discussion will concentrate on centers OEr-1 and OEr-2. 
III Discussion of the structure of the Si-O-Er centers (A) Monoclinic center
In order to analyse the g values found in the Si-O-Er system the crystal field experienced by the Er ion is taken, as a first approximation, to be cubic on to which a smaller lower symmetry crystal field is superimposed. This is referred to as the cubic crystal field (CCF) approximation. If the magnitude of the non-cubic component of the crystal field is sufficiently small to be treated as a perturbation to the cubic crystal field then the average of the trace of the g tensor, g av , as defined by
is conserved and would equal the g value found in cubic symmetry, g c . [19] In this way the average g value can be used as a quantitative measure of the local crystal field around a paramagnetic rare earth ion. This establishes the use of rare earth ions as probes of the local structure of defects in semiconductor and insulator materials. From 
The presence of the central Si-Si bond effectively isolates one dimer from the other dimers present.
Such O incorporation is strongly driven since it is well known that the energy gained by breaking a single Si-Si bond and replacing it by two Si-O bonds is 7 eV, making O incorporation near to the symmetry in which are present two {110} mirror planes containing the C 2 axis of rotation. In order to lower the symmetry to the observed monoclinic C 1h symmetry it is simply a matter of removing the C 2 axis of rotation. This can be readily accomplished by moving some of the O atoms away from the exact BC positions to near to the BC site resulting in the Er-O separations no longer being equal to one another. This is directly analogous to the situation discussed earlier for the configuration of the monoclinic site found in Er 2 O 3 (c.f. Fig. 1 (a) ). Ab initio calculations also favour such an O migration away from the BC site, since it was reported that a favoured Secondly the T i site was chosen for the location of the Er ion since it has been previously established, both experimentally, using emission channelling [20] , and theoretically, using ab initio determined the most stable atomic configurations of the ErO 6 system. [24] They calculated the formation energies of a number of different ErO 6 configurations in Si and found that the two lowest energy structures had orthorhombic (C 2v ) and monoclinic (C 2 ) symmetry. The structure of the center C 2v symmetry is similar to that discussed above whilst the center with C 2 symmetry was observed to be 0.44 eV higher in energy than the orthorhombic center. They also considered the effects of 
(B) Trigonal Center
The discussion of the structure of the monoclinic centers was based on comparison with the known structure and g values for the corresponding low symmetry center found in Er doped Y 2 O 3 .
Likewise it is possible to begin the discussion of the dominant trigonal center, OEr-2, found in the Si-O-Er system by comparing it with the trigonal center found in the oxide ( Fig. 1 (b) ). From from the g values found for the OEr-2 center (g || < g  ). Note that in both cases, however, the values of g  are almost the same with g  = 3.24 in Si-O-Er system and g  = 3.32 in the oxide. The major difference between the two centers is found in the value of g || . This may indicate that the crystal field around the Er ion and hence the local structure around the Er ion in the plane perpendicular to the trigonal defect axis are similar. [25] To conclusively prove that a particular structure is associated with a particular EPR center a thorough ab initio study would have to be performed.
Since this is beyond the scope of this paper, we first explore the magnetic resonance analysis for a center with cubic symmetry and then extend the analysis to the case of trigonal symmetry. 
where O n m are the crystal field equivalent operators and the coefficients B 4 and B 6 determine the crystal field splitting. Equation (2) can be solved through the introduction of two parameters x and W defined such that B 4 F(4) = W x and B 6 F(6) = W (1 -|x|),
where W is an energy scale factor that depends on the electrostatic potentials and F(4) and F(6) are numerical constants. [26] The quantity x is the crystal field mixing term (~B 4 /B 6 ) and runs from -1
to +1. With labelling appropriate to T d symmetry, the  7 representation lies lowest for -1 < x <-0.46, the  6 representation for -0.46 < x < 0.58 and the  8 representation for x > 0.58. From the crystal field eigenstates, the g values associated with transitions within the  6 and  7 states are 6.80 and 6.00 and are independent of x. For centers with less than cubic symmetry it is possible to use Eq. (1) to relate the observed principal g values to the g value associated with a center with cubic symmetry, g c . [19] Since the average g value for center OEr-2 is 2.39 and is far enough removed from the cubic g values for a  6 state (6.8) or  7 state (6.0) we can conclude that this center is not associated with an Er 3+ ion surrounded by four tetrahedrally arranged O atoms for which x<0.
Neither can this center be associated with an environment of six octahedrally coordinated O atoms for which 0 < x < 0.58. For the remaining region of 0.58 < x < 1, (also associated with octahedral coordination), corresponding to a  8 level lying lowest, the use of the average g value is not valid. This is also the case for W<0 for -1<x<0.8. In this case it is necessary to calculate the g values for each value of x and use the associated cubic crystal field eigenstates, labelled P and Q in the notation of reference [19] , to calculate the principal g values g || and g  via g || = g J (P-Q) and g  = g J (P+Q). (4) where the Landé g value is taken to be 6/5. Figure 3 shows the calculated g values determined by this method using intervals for x of 0.01 for both W>0 and W<0. It is evident from Fig. 3 showed that this structure was 2.42 eV less stable than the structure of the centers investigated [24] and consequently it is not believed that this is the structure of the OEr-2 trigonal center.
Other atomic positions and coordinations therefore need to be considered. There exist a number of other positions for impurity atoms in the Si lattice which can give rise to trigonal symmetry. Two such sites are defects located at the BC position and also the hexagonal interstitial (H i ) position. Locating an Er atom at the BC site would result in the formation of two Er-Si bonds with the nearest neighbours being Si rather than O atoms. Furthermore in order to accommodate a large number of O atoms a large defect center is desirable. Figure 5 shows the arrangement of atoms at the hexagonal interstitial site in which each nearby Si-Si bond has been replaced by two Si-O bonds with the O atoms located exactly at the BC sites and the Er 3+ ion located at the H i site. In Si, the distance from the H i site to the BC site is only 1.92 Å and to the unrelaxed Si to be 2.25 Å.
Although this arrangement of atoms has trigonal D 3d point symmetry and is consistent with the magnetic resonance data, it is not believed to be the optimal arrangement of center OEr-2 for two reasons. Firstly in the atomic arrangement of Fig. 5 the bonding around the hexagonal ring alternates evenly between Si and O atoms with each O atom being shared between two Si atoms.
The calculations of Pesola et al. [4] examined the formation and binding energies of placing three O atoms in a ring arrangement or in a staggered arrangement. Both of these configurations also consisted of alternate Si-O bonding. They noted that for these arrangements there was a stronger tendency for the O atoms to prefer to form the staggered chains rather than a ring arrangement.
Pesola et al. also found that the ring configuration of O 3i is stablised by only 0.2 eV when compared to splitting into three O i whereas the corresponding binding energy for the staggered chain was 0.7 eV against splitting into three O i atoms. Consequently such ring arrangements are believed to be less stable that chain arrangements.
Secondly as O aggregation in the ring increases, incorporation of the six O atoms required in show that the reaction for the kick out of the Si i and the formation of VO n becomes exothermic for n equal to four. [27] We propose an alternative model that is stable against the dissolution of the Si-O rings and is consistent with the EPR results and is based on the H i site model discussed above. However, the 
IV Conclusions
In conclusion different models for multi O related centers in Si by incorporation of the rare earth ion erbium are explored. In the case of a center exhibiting monoclinic symmetry, the structure of the center is explained in terms of six O atoms arranged around an Er 3+ ion located at the T The structure of the different centers was examined in each case and the relevance to the study of defect in MeV high dose implantation into Si. 
